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Simultaneous Engineering for the 
Development of Agricultural Machinery
Simultaneous (or Concurrent) 
Engineering, is a concept which
should be normal nowadays. Then,
without early and simultaneous in-
volvement of all departments, spe-
cialists and potential external con-
sultants, you are no longer able to
develop these ever more complex
agricultural machines. „Simulta-
neous“ means also, that you can be
faster on the market, because all
departments can contribute their
expertise earlier, and you also have
the opportunity to use the expertise
of the various specialists as early
as possible. Thus, the product qua-
lity and the market use is improved
simultaneously. By the product ac-
companying calculation the econo-
mic parameters are available on 
time too. In former times, and with
small machines, you could afford to
have them designed and looked af-
ter by one specialist, nowadays this
is no longer feasible.
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With most enterprises, product develop-
ment steps of are defined by ISO or

internal system processes.
It is more or less a systematic description

of product development activities. Task,
competence and responsibility of the indivi-
dual work packets are assigned to the appro-
priate departments.

This institutional procedure is always the
same and contains a large number of routine
cycles. This procedure is labelled through:
• sequential working through the individual

process steps
• different specialists work independently of

each other
• product requests distributed through sever-

al experts
• partial optimisation for internal department

requests
• many iteration steps are necessary for pro-

duct optimisation
• number of redesign cycles affect all process

steps directly cost- and time-intensive
The profit shrinks by shorter product life-
cycles.

The capital value remains in the minus
area during the product-life-cycle despite
putatively good sales. The product doesn’t
manage to amortise the invested capital (see
Fig. 1).

Driving factors for SE 

• Pressure of time
• Pressure of cost
• Pressure of quality
Central ideas of SE

The „simultaneous development of product
and production equipment in an interdisci-
plinary project team with simultaneous in-
clusion of  users and suppliers“ is the so-
called „Simultaneous Engineering“ (SE). In
the meantime this central idea is meant for
all activities from the product idea to the
market introduction.

The central ideas are:
• being faster in the market by shorter deve-

lopment time
• reduction of development time by organi-

sed working process
• reduction of bureaucratic formalism result-

ing in shorter decision ways
• early recognition of complex cohesions by

integral consideration
• target marketing by intensive cooperation

with users
• reduction of expenses for tools and equip-

ment by integration of specialists in the de-
velopment process

• risk minimization by accompanying pro-
ject controlling (time, expenses, cost and
product requirements)

It is important that all involved departments
work on the task early and simultaneously
and not sequentially. Aside from the integral
consideration, the development time will be
reduced.
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Fig. 2: Self-propelled
mower Big M
(Photo Krone)

Fig. 3: Self-propel-
led forage harve-

ster Big X
(Photo Krone)
Thus it is possible to make all substantial
decisions together with the people responsi-
ble for the product. It is imperative to be im-
mediately informed of any target deviation.

Simultaneous Engineering 
- examples from the practice

With two practical examples of SE the main
advantages are obvious. Both cases involve
innovative, new products from the enterprise
Krone.

Example 1: 
The first self-propelled harvester: mower
Big M (Fig. 2).

The complete time span, from the prestu-
dy  to  market introduction, took 2 1/2 years,
in which the first prototype was already 
prooftested after a year.  After this, the mot-
to was „test, test, test“. The main develop-
ment takes place in the field.

It was the unanimous opinion of all ex-
perts that this development period was at
least one year shorter than with the normal
development methods. 

The real competence of the enterprise lay
in the cutting works. Expertise regarding dri-
ve, hydraulics and electronics developed si-
multaneously with the development of the
machine. The sub-suppliers responsible for
the engine and cabin were involved from the
beginning.

Example 2:
Self-propelled forage harvester BigX (Fig. 3)
With regard to the SPFH „Big X“ an intensive
market interview went ahead – as in the case
of the mower „Big M“ – in order to 
hear about problems, expectations and ideas
mainly from the users and to imagine the ran-
king of the requirements. Parallel to the SPFH,
the new (12-row) corn cutter was developed.

Besides the product-strategic features, as
i.e. : biggest performance category, hydrau-
lic drive, 12-row (corn equipment), 40 km/h-
licensing (street) the SFPH has further uni-
que features. The benefit of „good listening“
to the users.
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In this example, the time span from the vi-
sion up to the delivered serial product was al-
so extremely short, because of parallel work-
ing of processes:
1st phase (time 11/2 years)

market research / interviews
concept study
product development
prototype 1
supply- & production concept

2nd phase (time 1 year)
test phase 1
modification from results of test phase 1
prototype 2 (preseries 4 pcs.) 

3rd phase (time 1 year)
test phase 2 & presentation at Fair Agri-
technica
production of equipment & tools
production of new assembly line
modification from results of test phase 2
0-series (roll-out)

Not only was the development time short,
but the product cost was also steadily con-
trolled (target costing) by tight project ma-
nagement and the aim oriented systematic of
SE.
Advantages of Simultaneous 
Engineering Methods

Shorter Development Times
by parallel sequence of operation and with
that:
• reducing the development cost
• faster market presence „to occupy the mar-

ket“!
• improvement of capital value

Target Marketing
by evaluation of the market and profit rele-
vant functions and processes and their posi-
tional value compared to those of the com-
petitors.

Cost optimised Solution
by construction accompanying calculations
and early inclusion of the production and as-
sembly managers, in order to optimise the
tool and equipment cost and to avoid expen-
sive modifications.

Summary

Knowledge in agricultural technology
doubles in shorter time periods and thus re-
duces the product life cycle. Therefore it is
necessary to develop new products in a shor-
ter time. One method, proved in practice, is
„simultaneous (or concurrent) engineering“,
i.e. that products and production equipment
are developed simultaneously in interdisci-
plinary teams and sub-suppliers are involved
as early as possible. The main advantages of
the SE-method are a much shorter develop-
ment period, lower development cost and
earlier market presence. Therefore the capi-
tal value increases enormously. 

The contribution was presented as lecture
at the VDI-MEG meeting Landtechnik 2002
in Halle and can be requested at the web-
site www.tmg-pt.de under „Publikationen“.
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